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It is demonstrated that the potential-energy surface and the lowest-energy path for a polyatomic molecule
sapplied to the CH+O systemd is accurately calculated viabond-length-dependenttight-binding Hamiltonian,
fitted to ab initio configuration-interactionsCId total energies. This Hamiltonian not only reproduces the CI
energies accurately and efficiently, but also effectively recognizes and identifies CI energy values that may
erroneously converge to excited states. The resulting normal mode frequencies are in very good agreement with
experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. The question

The determination of the reaction path in a chemical re-
action needs detailed knowledge of the pertinent potential
energy surfacesPESd sdiabatic or adiabaticd. In practice this
is a formidable task becausesid the PES is a multidimen-
sional surface, impossible to beab initio calculated at every
point in the degrees of freedomsDOFd space, and interpola-
tion is necessarysthe most accurate known detailed multidi-
mensional PES is that of H3 interpolated from 71 969ab
initio DOF points f1gd; sii d because the standardab initio
calculations of the many-electron problem in the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, based on the variational prin-
ciple faccurateab initio configuration-interactionsCId calcu-
lationsg, yield only adiabatic curves and, more importantly,
being iterative, sometimes converge to undesirable states
sf2g; also cf. belowd. Yet such calculations may be prohibi-
tively computer time consuming. For the ground state, the
time problem is already traditionally overcome via density
functional theorysDFTd f3g, which self-consistently approxi-
mates the many-electron problem by a one-electron problem.
However, DFT calculations sometimes fail to describe ex-
perimentally observed features of the PESf4g. Thus, the ac-
curate CI calculations are more or less indispensable, even if
performed in a rather limited, but representative, set of mo-
lecular geometries. There are quite a few general methods for
fitting ab initio potentials for diatomic or small polyatomic
molecules, based either on piecewise cubic spline fits or fits
to functional forms such as Morse, extended Rydberg, LEPS
sLondon-Eyring-Polanyi-Satod, diatomics in molecules
sDIM d, and many-body expansions, as described with refer-

ences for details in Ref.f5g. The analytically parametrized
interpolation schemes become very complicated for poly-
atomic species, and they are not able to recognize and iden-
tify any inadvertent wrong CI convergencef2g, which may
escape attention. Therefore, a reliable interpolation scheme
for the pertinent PES of polyatomic species, based on CI
calculations, also able to identify any error in the CI database
or, in general, in any fitting database, is desirable.

B. The purpose

It is shown that such an interpolation scheme is possible,
based on a spin-polarizedf6g bond-length-dependentf7g
Slater-KostersSKd parametrizationf8g of ab initio CI total
energiesf9g. We present this methodfpreviously unreported
for sspin-polarizedd moleculesg, and as a demonstration, we
apply it to a triatomic molecule of chemical kinetics
interest, HCO fwhich is an intermediate radical
in the generation of a primary ion during
hydrocarbon combustion: Os3Pd+CHsX 2P and/ora 4S−d
→ fHCOg*s2A8d→ fHCO++e−g. The reaction of
H+CO—i.e., H in the vicinity of CO—has been thoroughly
studied in the past. On the other hand, the reaction of
Os3Pd+CHsX 2P ,a 1S−d—i.e., O in the vicinity of CH—is
known experimentallyf10g to generate the HCO+ cation via
autoionization of some statesor statesd of the intermediate
HCO radical upon interaction with some vibrational level of
the ion. The first step toward understanding such interactions
is the construction of the PES of the states with lowsor
withoutd barrier, through which a reaction at the experimen-
tal temperature can proceed. Such a stateswithout a barrierd
is the HCOsX A8d neutral intermediate statef11g. Thus, in
order totestthe interpolation scheme on amolecular system,
this state is used in this work.

The interpolation is then applied:sid to the prediction of
the lowest-energy pathsin 2A8 symmetryd while O ap-
proaches the vicinity of HC,sii d to the generation of a more
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accurate PES at optimum C-H distancessnot just at constant
C-H distanced, and siii d to the computation of the potential
energy curvatures at equilibrium and of the concomitant
normal-mode frequencies, which are in satisfactory agree-
ment with experiment.

C. The procedure

First severals724, contrary to 71 969 of H3 f1gd accurate
CI total energies, based on multiconfiguration self-consistent
field sMCSCFd orbitals, are calculated at selected geometries
of the H,C,O atoms in theA8 symmetry of the Cs group.
Typically, e.g., for a cubic spline fit, for a triatomic PES at
least 103N−6=103 CI points would be needed. For H+CO,
Bowmanet al. f12g used about 2000ab initio points. With
the present interpolation scheme no more than 508 CI points
were needed, the remaining serving to check the quality of
the fit. For the fit a nonorthogonal spin-polarized tight-
binding sTBd Hamiltonian is formed; the matrix elements of
the TB Hamiltoniansand of the overlap matrixd are ex-
pressed asfunctionsof the bond direction, according to the
SK schemef8g, and of the bond length, according to the
Naval Research LaboratorysNRLd techniquef7g: i.e., these
functionsare generally polynomials of the interatomic dis-
tance, within exponential envelopes, the coefficients and the
exponents being varied as parameters. For two adiabatic
states near somesavoidedd crossing the TB Hamiltonian
naturally produces two diabatic PES’s in nearby extrapola-
tion and predicts to which diabatic PES, ground state or ex-
cited, nearby CI energies belong. Among these, after identi-
fication, the appropriate ones can be used to extend the fit
beyond thesavoidedd crossings, around which two sets of
parameters are needed, one for each branch of the PES. If it
happens, as with HCO, that the ground- and excited-state
energies beyond the crossing lie close to each other, compa-
rably to the fitting accuracy, the adiabatic PES can be fitted
as well, with comparable accuracy.

After the fit, in the TB Hamiltonian scheme, by using at
each point of the DOF space either the desired diabatic or the
lowest-lying sadiabaticd TB-fitted PES, the diabatic or the
adiabatic lowest-energypathcan be foundswithout any more
lengthy ab initio calculationsd: For each value of a desired
degree of freedomsin our case for each C-O distanced the
energy minimum is searchedf13g in the space of the remain-
ing degrees of freedomsC-H distance andH-C-O angled.
Similarly, by optimizing the energy with respect to all other
degrees of freedom except two, an optimal energysurface
can be found and so on. An important feature of the param-
etrized TB Hamiltonian is that, by using it, any property can
be trivially computed, contrary to conventional analytically
parametrized interpolation schemes. Here we compute the
normal modes.

II. THE CALCULATION

A. Methodology

For the CI energies the correlation consistent aug-cc-
pVTZ basis set was usedf14,15g in conjunction with the
complete active space self-consistent fieldsCASSCFd+1+2

multireference CI methodsMRCId employed in theMOLPRO

packagef9g sthe four electrons in the 1s orbitals of C and O
were unexcitedd. The method of calculation is described in
more detail in Ref.f11g. The CASSCF calculations were
state averaged, and the active space was limited to the 9
valence orbitals among which the remaining 11 electrons
were distributed. In the subsequent MRCI calculations the
uncontracted configurations were around 503106, internally
contracted to about 13106. Calculations between C-O dis-
tances of 1.7 and 6 bohrs were performed for several
H-C-O angles between 50° and 180° and several C-H dis-
tances between 1.7 and 4.5 bohrs, most around the C-H
equilibrium distance, 2.1 bohrs. The three lowest roots of the
secular equation were computed, increasingscompared to
one rootd the number of useful configurations, therefore, in-
creasing the accuracy of the calculation and guarding against
root flipping. By an analytic gradient optimization at the
MCSCF level, an approximatesMCSCFd equilibrium geom-

etry was found at the DOF space pointsr̃HC, r̃CO, ũH-C-Od
=s2.12 a.u.,2.2 a.u.,126°d. In order to determine a physi-
cally reasonable interpolating TB Hamiltonian, the fit must
be guided by choosing pointssto be fittedd that belong to the
correct diabatic branch of the PES. Because it is not evident
whether the aforementioned points are beyond any avoided
crossing, where the role of the ground and excited states
would be interchanged, first several DOF points near equi-
librium were obtained. This first step of the procedure is
essential. It is achieved by employing a generalizationf16g
of the three-dimensional sphere to the generally multidimen-
sional sin this case also three-dimensionald DOF space:xi

=sr i / r̃ i −1d, i =hHC,COj, x3=su / ũ−1d, which are the dimen-
sionless relative distances from the equilibrium DOF point;
generally forn degrees of freedom, points belonging to a
n-dimensional shyperdsphere of radiusr and centersx̃i , i
=1, . . . ,nd are obtained by

xn − x̃n = r cosun,

xn−1 − x̃n−1 = r sinun cosun−1,

¯

x1 − x̃1 = r sinun sinun−1¯ cosu1, s1d

an obvious extension of a three-dimensional spherical sur-
face f16g. Here the firstu1=0 or 180°, the two points of a
“one-dimensional sphere,” and the other 0,ui ,180° are the
“azimuthal” hypersphere anglessincidentally, a variable-
dimensionaldo-loop code was invented, needed to treat any
larger moleculed. Thus, first, points with smallr were fitted,
and gradually the fit was extended to more remote DOF
points smany of which were actually also predicted by the
preceding fitsd.

B. The NRL bond-length-dependent TB Hamiltonian
parametrization

The formalism of the NRL bond-length-dependent TB pa-
rametrization is described in detail in Ref.f7g; here an essen-
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tial summary and necessary extensions are only presented.

1. The underlying idea

At each molecular geometry, the total CI energy can be
written as

EfnsrW dg = o
i;s=1,2

fSm − ei s

T
Dei s + FfnsrW dg

; o
i;s=1,2

fSm8 − ei s8

T
Dei s8 , s2d

wheref17g fsxd=1/s1+exd is the Fermi function with a small
tail sT=0.005 mRyd, ei s are the SCF orbital energies,nsrW d is
the electron density,FfnsrW dg represents the rest of the
energy—i.e., Coulomb, core, exchange, and correlation
energy—and

ei s8 = ei s + V0, m8 = m + V0, V0 = FfnsrW dg/Ne, s3d

with Ne=oi; s=1,2f(sm−ei sd /T) being the number of elec-
trons, from which the highest occupied energy levelm is
determined,i counts the states, ands=1,2counts the spin. In
other words, due to the simple observation thatoi,s fhsm
−ei,sd /Tj sei,s+V0d=oi,s fhfsm+V0d−sei,s+V0dg /Tj sei,s+V0d,
the total CI energy at a specific molecular geometrysDOF
pointd can be rigorously, without approximation, rewritten as
the sum ofappropriately uniformly shiftedenergiessof ficti-
tious occupied orbitalsd.

For a single-molecular geometrya TB description could
fit ei s8 s as eigenvalues of the generalized eigenvalue problem
sH −Sei s8 dci s=0, H being the TB Hamiltonian andS the
overlap matrix, under the assumption that these matrices are
represented in an atomics and p sand in generaldd orbital
basishfaj. Under this assumption the matrix elements would
be parametrized according to the two-center SK schemef7g,
where a nonorthogonal TB calculation would need diagonal
on-site and off-diagonal hopping and overlap matrix element
parameters: In this scheme the three-center integralskcsr
−aduVsr −bduc8sr −cdl, as well as kcsr −aduVsr −bduc8sr
−adl are omitted, while the on-site and the hopping matrix
element parameters are formed by integrals of the type
kcsr −aduVsr −aduc8sr −adl and kcsr −aduVsr −aduc8sr −bdl,
respectivelyf7g. If the energies were not shifted by V0, then
the two-electron integrals, due to the term FfnsrWdg in Eq. (2),
would have to be parametrized as well, either directly or
within DFT. With the shift, this is rigorously avoided.

For each geometry, if the usual complete neglect of dif-
ferential overlapsCNDOd assumptionsf18,19g were imposed
fi.e., sid use of orthogonal atomic orbitals orsii d neglect of
their overlap integrals,siii d neglect of the differential overlap
in all two-electron integrals whilesivd reducing the remain-
ing Coulomb-type integrals to one value per atom pair, also
svd neglect of the off-diagonal electronic interaction with
neighboring cores whilesvid reducing the diagonal to a
single value per atom pair, andsvii d assuming that the off-
diagonal core matrix elements were proportional to the cor-
responding overlap integralsg, then this scheme would reduce
to the usual CNDO approximation; and if, further, the ex-

tended Hückel assumptionsf19,20g were imposedfi.e., sviii d
to replace the remaining on-site matrix elements by the va-
lence state ionization potential while assuming that the re-
maining off diagonal matrix elements weresixd proportional
to the mean value of the constituent diagonal andsxd propor-
tional to the corresponding overlap integralsg, then the
NRL-TB scheme would reduce to the extended Hückel ap-
proximation. However, here no special assumptions are
made, all matrix elements are maintained in the fit, and the
uniform shift sdifferent for each geometryd ensures the exact
CI energies. It is important that the constantV0 is different
for each geometrical structure of the CI database. It should
also be stressed that the shift is done to the first-principles CI
database before we proceed with the fit that will generate the
TB Hamiltonian.

2. Bond-length dependence

The next step is to use a least-squares procedure to fit this
shifted CI database with the shifted eigenvaluesei s8 to our
TB Hamiltonian, which, needless to say, if it were different
for each geometry, would be useless for the construction of
the PES; instead,commonparameters are needed that would
reproduce the known shifted energies and their sums forall
sample molecular geometries, as well as at any interpolated
DOF point. Indeed, the matrix element parameters, being
functions of the bond anglesf8g, may also be expressedge-
ometry independently in terms of functions of the internu-
clear distances: If there are several types of atoms
hA,B,C, . . .j with NA atoms of typeA hAi , i =1, . . .NAj, etc.,
then in a spin-polarized structure the on-site matrix elements
are expressed as

hAils
= bAAls

s0d + o
BPhA,B,C. . .j

o
n=1

3

bABls
snd %AiBs

2n/3, l = s,p,d, s4d

where

%AiBs= o
j=1

NB

e−lBs
2 RAiBj fSRAiBj

− R0

rc
D s5d

is a generalized pair potentials“density”d; here fsxd=1/s1
+exd is a cutoff function f21g with R0=15 bohr, rc

=0.5 bohr.RAiBj
is the internuclear distance between atoms

Ai andBj, while lAs, depending on the atom type, andbABls
snd

are the on-site NRL bond-length-dependent parametric coef-
ficients sBLDP’sd sTables I–IIId.

The hopping parameters are of the form

PgsRd = So
n=0

2

cg
sndRnDe−gg

2RfSR− R0

rc
D , s6d

whereg indicates the type of interactionsi.e.,sss, sps, pps,
ppp, pss , . . . ,dddd. The NRL BLDP’s are cg

snd and gg

sTables IV–VId. R is the interatomic distance between atoms
A andB, andR0 and rc are as in Eq.s5d.

A similar formula, as originally employed in the NRL-TB
code, could be used also for the overlap parametersSll8msRd,
but this, for unfitted geometries, might violate the necessary
conditions
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huSll8msRdu , 1, R. 0j, Sll8ms0d = dll8, s7d

which are important for molecules. Here, we ensure these
conditions by special care: Starting from the 1s hydrogenlike
overlap integralk1ssr d u1ssr −Rdl=s1+R+R2/3de−R, we em-
ploy, for dissimilar atoms, a parametrization of the form

ysg;Rd = f1 + sR/g2d + sR/g2d2/3ge−R/g2
,

fsb,c,g;Rd = bysg;Rd2 + cysg;Rd,

Sll8msRd = tanhf− afsb,c,g;Rdg fSR− R0

rc
D , s8d

whereuSll8msRdu,1, and, for similar atoms,

ysg;Rd = f1 + sR/g2d + sR/g2d2/3ge−R/g2
,

fsb,g;Rd = bysg;Rd2 + s1 − bdysg;Rd,

vsc;Rd = f1 + sR/c2d + sR/c2d2/3ge−R/c2
,

Sll8msRd = hf1 − vsc;Rdgtanhf− afsb,g;Rdg

+ vsc;Rddll8jfSR− R0

rc
D; s9d

then, necessarily, conditionss7d are obeyed. Similar formulas
are used for alll =s,p,d. The BLDP parametric coefficients
are ha,b,c,gj sTables VII–IXd.

3. Approximations

The standard NRL parameters allow fors, p, andd matrix
elementssalthough, in the case of HC-O, fitting withs andp

matrix elements was proven sufficientd. Within the context of
the NRL codef7g, which can treat also solidssfor which it
was originally writtend, the molecule was treated as a base to
a large cubic lattice unit cellslattice constant=100 a.u.d, en-
suring a vanishing interaction between atoms in neighboring
cells. Thus, the PES was described in terms of NRL BLDP’s
for each spin polarization of the following kinds: On-sitefin
Eqs.s4d ands5dg: s: H, C, O, sH depending on Cd, sC on Hd,
sH on Od, sO on Hd, sC on Od, andsO on Cd; p: C, O, sC on
Hd, sO on Hd, sC on Od, andsO on Cd. Hopping and overlap
parametersfin Eqs. s6d, s8d, and s9dg: sss: H-C, H-O,
C-O; sps: H-C, H-O, C-O, and O-Csdenoted aspssd;
pps andppp: C-O. For HCO, since similar atoms are well
separated, the H-H, C-C, and O-O parameters vanish. We
fitted 508 CI points and we checked the resulting PES
against 216 more CI energies not included in the fit. The
error was less than 10−3 a.u.<0.6 kcal/mol. To ensure ob-
taining physically meaningful TB parameters, for a very lim-
ited number of molecular geometries the Hamiltonian eigen-
values were also fitted, while the total energy was fitted for
all 508 structures.

TABLE I. NRL coefficients of on H-site TB Hamiltonian matrix
elements in Eq.s4d, in appropriate a.u.: The matrix element is mea-
sured in hartree and the distance in bohr; therefore, the NRL param-
etersbskd are measured in hartree, andl in bohr−1/2. The first nu-
merical column refers to spin up and the second to spin down.

lH 1.0016 1.1216

bHHs
s0d 1.4191 1.9785

bHHs
s1d 0.0000 0.0000

bHHs
s2d 0.0000 0.0000

bHHs
s3d 0.0000 0.0000

bHCs
s1d −9.1049 0.42447

bHCs
s2d 197.70 22.965

bHCs
s3d −675.11 −32.554

bHOs
s1d −13.899 1.0108

bHOs
s2d 47.769 −4.7637

bHOs
s3d −74.244 7.5086

TABLE II. NRL coefficients of on C-site TB Hamiltonian ma-
trix elements in Eq.s4d sin a.u., as in Table Id. The first column
refers to spin up and the second to spin down.

lC 1.1994 0.62579

bCCs
s0d 0.41913 0.74891

bCCs
s1d 0.0000 0.0000

bCCs
s2d 0.0000 0.0000

bCCs
s3d 0.0000 0.0000

bCCp
s0d 0.28771 0.09461

bCCp
s1d 0.0000 0.0000

bCCp
s2d 0.0000 0.0000

bCCp
s3d 0.0000 0.0000

bCHs
s1d −1.0827 −12.931

bCHs
s2d −4.5710 68.434

bCHs
s3d 0.81620 −81.019

bCHp
s1d 3.3728 4.4257

bCHp
s2d −25.133 −49.575

bCHp
s3d 51.719 140.68

bCOs
s1d 0.30836 −0.53199

bCOs
s2d −2.7725 −0.50810

bCOs
s3d 7.2151 1.5903

bCOp
s2d −0.62615 0.00528

bCOp
s1d 4.7385 −0.40085

bCOp
s3d −0.36663 −0.71917
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C. Nonlinear minimization

Using the obtained parameters the total energy is now an
analytic function of the atomic distancessand anglesf8gd,
and it is used to calculate the PES. For the calculation, via

this function, of the lowest-energypath salong a specified
degree of freedomd or surfacesin two specified degrees of
freedomd, and so on, we used a nonlinear energy minimiza-
tion technique employing Powell’s conjugate directions
methodf22g modified to be restricted to closed intervals of
the DOF spacef13g.

For comparison, each of the 724ab initio CI calculations
needs 3 h of CPU time on a HP-V2600 computer, each
n-dimensional hypersphere radiusr increase, to fit more re-
mote pointsswith ten such hypersphere radial extensions all
points can be coveredd needs 2–3 h, while each two-
dimensional energy minimization, using the final TB param-
eterssi.e., the lowest-energy path or surface determinationd,
needs a few seconds.

III. RESULTS OF THE TB HAMILTONIAN FIT

A. The fit

Figure 1 shows that the TB Hamiltonian produces natu-
rally the diabatically extended branch of the energy. There-
fore, it can distinguish to which adiabatic state near an
avoided crossing the CI values belong.sClassifying such CI
points may sometimes be misleading if they are unrecogniz-
able by mere observation of the MCSCF orbitals.d In Fig. 1,TABLE IV. NRL coefficients of H-C TB Hamiltonian matrix

elements in Eq.s6d, in appropriate a.u.: The matrix element is mea-
sured in hartree and the distance in bohr; therefore, the NRL param-
eterscskd are measured in hartree/bohrk andg in bohr−1/2. The first
column refers to spin up and the second to spin down.

cHCsss
s0d −173.11 12.718

cHCsss
s1d 175.83 −5.8982

cHCsss
s2d −47.457 0.00406

gHCsss 1.4908 0.73061

cHCsps
s0d 10.510 −23.762

cHCsps
s1d −8.4363 21.483

cHCsps
s2d 2.4671 −6.3381

gHCsps 1.0010 1.1310

TABLE V. NRL coefficients of H-O TB Hamiltonian matrix
elements in Eq.s6d sin a.u., as in Table IVd. The first column refers
to spin up and the second to spin down.

cHOsss
s0d −0.66732

−2.9258
cHOsss

s1d 0.50138 2.1864

cHOsss
s2d 0.05719 0.01801

gHOsss 0.40821 0.74185

cHOsps
s0d 336.39 3.4677

cHOsps
s1d −325.06 −0.63940

cHOsps
s2d 74.188 0.04553

gHOsps 1.3829 0.22132

TABLE VIII. NRL coefficients of H-O TB overlap matrix ele-
ments in Eq.s8d sin a.u., as in Table VIId. The first column refers to
spin up and the second to spin down.

aHOsss 0.36425 2.2057

bHOsss 0.21608 1.3084

cHOsss 0.0000 0.0000

gHOsss 1.1681 0.81240

aHOsps 1.0161 13.898

bHOsps 0.60281 −1.0125

cHOsps 0.0000 −0.12999

gHOsps 1.1126 0.60392

TABLE III. NRL coefficients of on O-site TB Hamiltonian ma-
trix elements in Eq.s4d sin a.u., as in Table Id. The first column
refers to spin up and the second to spin down.

lO 0.86813 0.48862

bOOs
s0d 1.8033 0.16652

bOOs
s1d 0.0000 0.0000

bOOs
s2d 0.0000 0.0000

bOOs
s3d 0.0000 0.0000

bOOp
s0d 0.17844 0.19883

bOOp
s1d 0.0000 0.0000

bOOp
s2d 0.0000 0.0000

bOOp
s3d 0.0000 0.0000

bOHs
s1d −3.7292 2.6474

bOHs
s2d 20.399 −35.242

bOHs
s3d −31.017 192.23

bOHp
s1d 1.5750 4.8613

bOHp
s2d −5.3854 −36.304

bOHp
s3d 5.7422 148.70

bOCs
s1d 3.1417 −2.4473

bOCs
s2d −72.970 5.3714

bOCs
s3d 280.68 −2.5200

bOCp
s1d −1.4219 4.1875

bOCp
s2d 0.68768 −14.753

bOCp
s3d 34.603 14.290
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the diabatic character of the prediction is clearly displayed.
However, the most impressive aspect of the TB Hamil-

tonian methodsabsent in conventional fitting methodsd was
that it discovered, through the fit, that at some points of the
fitted data basesabout 10 in 700d the CI calculation had

inadvertently converged toexcitedenergiesswhich ought to
be disregarded; otherwise, they would destroy the fit—
whereas by a conventional method these would be errone-
ously fittedd. Two examples are given: namely, pointsA and
B in Figs. 2 and 3 for the fit of the first and second CI roots,
respectively. Indeed we recalculated these points with special
elaboration and found the correct states, but we stress that,in
practice, among 700 calculation outcomes of comparable en-
ergy, 10 can hardly bea priori judged and disregarded as
wrong, and if a conventional polynomial fit were used, these
would be fitted, resulting to a wrong PES. Therefore, the TB
Hamiltonian discovers any interpretation error, or failure, in
a given fitting data base.

We approximate the adiabatic passing through a PES
crossing by adopting thelowest lyingof the two PES’s at
each side. For O-CH the two PES crossings occur atlarge
separations from the absolute energy minimum and, there,
the differences between the first and second roots are small;
therefore, in approximating the adiabatic PES, we also fitted
the first root everywhereswith the exceptions of the previous
paragraphd by a single set of TB Hamiltonian parameters.
These are displayed in Tables I–IX; the Hamiltonian and
overlap matrix elements of similar atomss100 a.u. apartd
vanish. The total PES has at least five local minima
H+C+O, HC+O, H+CO, C+HO, andHCO. These param-
eters refer to the last one.

B. Predictions

The fitted TB Hamiltonian could predict correctly total
energy curves for pointsnot includedin the fit as shown for

TABLE VI. NRL coefficients of C-O TB Hamiltonian matrix
elements in Eq.s6d sin a.u., as in Table IVd. The first column refers
to spin up and the second to spin down.

cCOsss
s0d 133.31 11.287

cCOsss
s1d −150.70 −10.992

cCOsss
s2d 45.027 3.0274

gCOsss 1.4932 1.1823

cCOsps
s0d 0.85555 156.17

cCOsps
s1d −0.79537 −178.33

cCOsps
s2d 0.24774 44.889

gCOsps 0.77516 1.7896

cCOpps
s0d 1.9257 −0.84971

cCOpps
s1d −1.0331 0.80194

cCOpps
s2d 0.15996 −0.18615

gCOpps 0.70303 0.81147

cCOppp
s0d 1.8161 −0.24214

cCOppp
s1d −1.1755 0.20557

cCOppp
s2d 0.20258 −0.05645

gCOppp 0.71763 0.57821

cCOpss
s0d 23.256 −5.5661

cCOpss
s1d −17.357 5.5604

cCOpss
s2d 3.8753 −1.6245

gCOpss 1.1145 1.1245

TABLE VII. NRL coefficients of H-C TB overlap matrix ele-
ments in Eq.s8d, in appropriate a.u.: The overlap matrix element is
dimensionless; therefore,g is measured in bohr1/2 and a,b,c are
dimensionless. The first column refers to spin up and the second to
spin down.

aHCsss 1.2111 1.6062

bHCsss 0.71845 0.95283

cHCsss 0.0000 0.0000

gHCsss 1.0254 0.76969

aHCsps 0.85676 1.5816

bHCsps 0.50824 0.93824

cHCsps 0.0000 0.0000

gHCsps 0.88780 0.85901

TABLE IX. NRL coefficients of C-O TB overlap matrix ele-
ments in Eq.s8d sin a.u., as in Table VIId. The first column refers to
spin up and the second to spin down.

aCOsss 1.8859 1.2884

bCOsss 0.71271 0.76434

cCOsss 0.0000 0.0000

gCOsss 0.91485 0.84572

aCOsps 1.1527 1.1257

bCOsps 0.68381 0.66782

cCOsps 0.0000 0.0000

gCOsps 0.79361 0.69786

aCOpps 1.0426 4.3592

bCOpps 0.61854 0.77345

cCOpps 0.0000 −0.08044

gCOpps 0.85808 0.93928

aCOppp 0.98414 1.0268

bCOppp 0.58381 0.60912

cCOppp 0.0000 0.0000

gCOppp 1.0624 1.0099

aCOpss 1.1528 1.1411

bCOpss 0.68389 0.67696

cCOpss 0.0000 0.0000

gCOpss 0.83985 0.94506
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example in Figs. 4 and 5 for various cases. The comparison
between the predicted energy points and thesnot fittedd ab
initio CI points is excellent, comparable to that of the fitted.
In both fitted and predicted points the differences between
the ab initio CI energies and the TB Hamiltonian total ener-
gies are less than 0.6 kcal/mol. These, representing differ-
ences between two smooth surfaces, are systematicallysnot
randomlyd distributed, as seen, for example, in Fig. 6, which
is identical in context with Fig. 2, except that the horizontal
axis represents theactual C-O distancesin a.u.d, instead of
the geometric structure count. Because of this, the aforemen-
tioned in Fig. 2 sexcitedd points A and B are not clearly
distinguishable from the nearby database points. It is remark-
able that the seven leftmost TB pointssaround the mini-
mumd, although not fitted, are predicted to coincide with the
CI values within the fitting error.

1. Lowest-energy path

Using the fit, we calculated the minimum-energy path for
the formation of HCO, as HC approaches O, shown in Fig. 7.
For a triatomic molecule the figure contains the whole infor-
mation: As CH approaches O, for every O-C distance the
minimum energy with respect to the O-C-H angle is found
and displayed. At each O-C calculated point the orientation
of CH with respect to theshorizontald O-C orientation is

FIG. 3. TB Hamiltonian fit to the second CI root. The first three
points of each curve were fitted. Nonfitted open circles are predic-
tions. As in Fig. 2, in the second curve the fit predicts that the CI
pointsA andB of structure 659 actually belonged to the second and
third roots, respectively, to which the MCSCF iterative procedure
had originally converged, missing the first root. The TB Hamil-
tonian fit prompted attention to look for the missing CI root. A
conventional fitting method could not recognize that pointA of the
database belongs to the second root and that pointB should be
entirely aborted. The meaning of the horizontal axis is as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Geometric structures indicated by open stars were in-
cluded in the fits of the first and second CI roots. The horizontal
axis refers to the ordinal number of the geometric structure in the CI
database. The open squares and triangles are the original CI points.
The solid circles and squares are predictionssnot included in the
fitd. The TB Hamiltonian predicts the diabatic states: The squares of
structures 77 and 82 belong to the lower-energy set, but clearly are
diabatic continuations of the open triangle curves, which, before the
crossing, belong to the higher-energy set and vice versa. The unbi-
ased TB Hamiltonian fit predicts the diabatic continuation. A con-
ventional fitting method could not recognize such crossings.

FIG. 2. TB Hamiltonian fit to the 1st CI root for H-C distance
2.1295 a.u.,u=180°. The CI pointsA andB are predicted to belong
to the second root, as the TB Hamiltonian fit of the first CI root
suggests to discard them. The TB Hamiltonian fit prompted our
attention to look for the missing correct CI values. If the CI points
were from a third party database, theA andB points should have to
be disregarded, a recognition impossible by conventional fitting
methods. The meaning of the horizontal axis is as in Fig. 1. It is
remarkable that the seven leftmost TB points “in the well,” although
not fitted, coincide with the CI values.
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also indicated by an arrow originating from Csdisplayedon
the energy curved and ending at H. Thus, as CH starts sliding
down the minimum energy “potential well,” at large dis-
tances H is bent toward O, but as CH approaches O, gradu-
ally H bends away from O. At equilibrium theO-C-H angle
is 121.417° corresponding to a prediction for theCI value.
The SCF value was 126°, and other valuesscf. f23g and
references thereind are theoretical, 128° and 130°, and ex-
perimental, 120°, 123.8°, 125°, and 127.426°. The corre-
sponding CH and CO distances are calculated as 2.097 and
2.246 a.u., respectively. To our knowledge, there is no ex-
perimental confirmation of the lowest-energy path of this in-
termediate molecule. The TB Hamiltonian fit predicts anan-
tisymmetric stretchingvibration around C near equilibrium:
As seen in Table X, around equilibrium the angle does not
change appreciably, but the C-H distance increases slightly
as the O-C distance decreases.

2. Lowest-energy surface

Figure 8 shows the TB PES of O in the vicinity of HC, for
which the fit was performed, restricted at C-H distance of
2.1295 a.u. for various C-O distances andH-C-O angles
around the HC-O equilibrium geometry. The corresponding
ab initio CI points seither fitted or notd are shown on the
surface. Angles smaller than 50°, corresponding to large in-
teraction of H with O, as well as points at large C-H dis-
tances, outside the vicinity of HCs+Od, rather corresponding
to the vicinity of CO s+Hd, were not fitted. For the PES
under examinationsof O in the vicinity of CHd we computed
on a regular mesh ofH-C-O angles and C-O separations,

FIG. 4. Comparison of the TB predicted to the corresponding CI
not fitted total energyE in a.u. for C-H distance=3.01 a.u. Several
sconnectedd E vs C-O distance curves are shown, each for a differ-
ent HCO angle between 50° and 180°. The fitted CI points are
indicated by asterisks, the predicted by open circles, and the differ-
ences by upper triangles. The black squares represent the original
CI energies of the lowest statesfirst rootd and the down triangles of
the second root. In both fitted and predicted points the differences
between theab initio CI energies and the TB Hamiltonian total
energiessupper trianglesd are less than 0.6 kcal/mol. The meaning
of the horizontal axis is as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the TB predicted to the corresponding CI
not fitted total energyE in a.u. for HCO angle=100°. Fourscon-
nectedd E vs C-H distance curves are shown, each for a different
C-O distance. The first, third, and fourth setsscurvesd from the left,
for C-O distances 2.5, a.u., 3.8 a.u., and 4.8 a.u., respectively, were
fitted; the secondsC-O=3.2a.u.d is entirely predicted and coin-
cides with the correspondingab initio CI, but not fitted, set. The
black squares represent the original CI energies of the lowest state
sfirst rootd. In both fitted and predicted points the differences be-
tween theab initio CI energies and the TB Hamiltonian total ener-
gies supper trianglesd are less than 0.6 kcal/mol. The meaning of
the horizontal axis is as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 6. The fitting error shows a systematicsnot randomd
smooth distribution along the PES, due to the differences between
two smooth surfaces—i.e., that of of TB and CI—as shown, for
example, in the same to Fig. 2 subset of the CI and TB values, but
as a function of theactual C-O distancesnot the structure ordinal
numberd. In this scale pointsA andB are close to nearby database
points, therefore, not clearly distinguishable.
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the lowest TB energy surface for the optimizedsminimizing
the TB energyd C-H distance. In the resulting two-
dimensional surfacesFig. 9d the optimal C-H distance
syielding the lowest energyd is not seen. The two-
dimensional surface indicates the existence, besides the
main, of two more energy minima, both in linear geometry of

0° and 180°. However, because there are no CI points near
there, these energy minima, being far away from the region
of the fit, are unreliable and should be considered as areas of
interest to be checked and corrected with corresponding CI
points. Indeed, it is known that the HCO surface has two
relatively low- energy cusps at linear geometries, one for H
approaching CO and one for aproaqching OC. These cuspe
result from the crossing of2S and2P electronic states, which

TABLE X. Geometric characteristics of HC-O around equilib-
rium, along the minimum-energy path, in a.u.sH-C-O angle in
degreesd. For each CO distance the TB Hamiltonian energy mini-
mum is searched in the space of the remaining degrees of freedom:
HC distance andH-C-O angle. The last three columns indicate the
minimum energy molecular geometry. Around equilibrium the
angle changes slightly monotonically by 1°–2°, but because the
C-H distance decreases as the O-C distance increases, predomi-
nantly anantisymmetric stretchingvibration occurs.

C-O
distance Total energy

C-H
distance

H-C-O
angle

2.6 −113.6328 2.069 117.53

2.5 −113.6485 2.071 118.69

2.4 −113.6610 2.077 119.77

2.3 −113.6685 2.088 120.84

2.2 −113.6687 2.107 121.91

2.1 −113.6583 2.130 122.98

2.0 −113.6326 2.153 124.09

FIG. 7. The TB minimum energy path for the system of HC
+O. For each O-C distance the TB energy was minimizedsi.e.,
searched for minimumd with respect to the C-H distance and
O-C-H angle. The minimum energy and the corresponding C-H
distance andO-C-H angle are displayed as follows: If C is consid-

ered on the energy curve and O on the energy axis keeping theCOW

arrow horizontal, then theCHW arrow indicates the position of H
relative to the C and O. At large O-C distances, CH is bent toward
O, the O-C-Hangle gradually becoming 121.417°. The displayed
data are entirely interpolated predictions based on the TB param-
eters. There were noab initio CI points to be fitted on this curve,
since theoptimalvaluessminimad, used to produce the curve, were
unknown before the optimization.

FIG. 8. TB Hamiltonian prediction of the HC-O PES at C-H
distance of 2.1295 a.u. for various C-O distances andH-C-O
angles around the HC-O equilibrium geometry, for which the fit
was performed. The correspondingab initio CI pointsseither fitted
or notd are shown on the surface. Angles smaller than 50° corre-
sponding to H-CO were not fitted.

FIG. 9. TB Hamiltonian prediction of the HC-O PES, as in Fig.
8, but with optimizedslowest energyd C-H distance. On a regular
mesh of C-O distances andH-C-O angles, a minimization of the
TB total energy were performed with respect to the C-H distance,
and the optimal energy is displayedsvertical axisd. There are noab
initio CI points on this surface, since theoptimal C-H distance,
used to produce the surface, was unknown in advance. Therefore,
this PES is an interpolating prediction based on the TB parameters
fitting the existing CI database. The TB Hamiltonian clearly pre-
dicts the existence of three energy minima, the main at 121.417°,
and two higher lying, corresponding to the linear H-CO or
C-OH, as explained in the text.
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becomes an avoided crossing in nonlinear geometries
f12,23g. Their thorough examination and possible creation of
relevant parameters for these regions is beyond the scope of
this fitting demonstration.

3. Normal-mode frequencies

The first CI root energy minimumsground-state equilib-
riumd occurs at the internal coordinatesrCH=2.09722 a.u.,
rCO=2.24596, anduH-C-O=121.41°. With the analytic TB
Hamiltonian fit, it is trivial to calculate the PES curvatures at
equilibrium in terms of these internal coordinates and the
corresponding normal-mode frequencies. These are obtained
almost decoupled to pureH-C-O bending, C-O stretching,
and C-H stretching with eigenfrequenciessand correspond-
ing eigenvectorsd n1=1093.64 cm−1 s0.012rCH, 0.014rCO,
0.999ud, n2=1848.73 cm−1 s−0.122rCH, 0.959rCO, −0.256ud,
andn3=3052.19 cm−1 s0.999rCH, −0.023rCO, −0.037ud. The
experimental values are n1=1080.76 cm−1, n2
=1868.17 cm−1, and n3=2434.48 cm−1, respectively f24g.
The classical frequency of the C-H stretching was found to
be larger than the experimental value. The agreement with
the other experimental values is quite reasonable. The same
frequencies can be obtained by calculating the curvature
along the internal coordinate “directions“rCH, rCO, and
uH-C-O, achieved by straightforward minimizationsi.e., locat-
ing the minimumd of the TB Hamiltonian energy at a dense
mesh along the desired “direction.” Since the TB Hamil-
tonian bonding matrix elements of H-C and H-O are appre-

ciable, we also calculated the minimum TB Hamiltonian en-
ergy sand the curvatured along the direction from H toward
the center of mass of C and O. The frequency along this
direction isn=2208.3 cm−1 Bownmanet al. f12g had com-
puted the normal-mode frequencies with a smaller basis set,
and about 12 000 configurations, ton1=1156 cm−1, n2
=1903 cm−1, andn3=2815 cm−1; our better agreement with
experiment is attributed to the higher accuracy of our CI
calculationssand, of course, to the accurate fitd.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The TB Hamiltonian fitting toab initio CI energies is a
promising method of natural interpolation. It has the advan-
tages that it is analytic and quick, it needs relatively few CI
energies to be fitted, not necessarily on a regular mesh, and
can serve as a guide todecidewhether in a given fitting data
base each point belongs to the desired PES—an impossible
feature with standard polynomial interpolation methods. It
has the disadvantage—common to all interpolation
schemes—that it cannot be used reliably to extrapolate far
away from the region of the fit. However, even then, it can
locate candidate features of the PES to be checked and cor-
rected with further appropriate CI points.
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